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Editorial note

“It is what you read when you don't have to that determines what you will be 
when you can't help it.”

(Oscar Wilde)

Thank you and welcome to this edition of  St Olaves Literature 

Journal 2021.

2020 has been a strange long year, and even though its shadow 

still stretches on, brightness can be found even in the darkest of  

nights if  one can look to the stars.

Literature will be here, through the doors of  paper and ink one 

can find a freedom of  the mind, when everything else has gone 

sideways. With everyone under such stress and pressure at the 

moment, maybe from the news, family or friends, know that there 

will always be a place for you in literature. Like pocket universes, 

a good piece of  writing should transport you, even for just a bit, 

away and into the pages of  a world that can be a mirror to or 

completely unlike out own.

Even in busy lives any free moment can be used to read, and in 

lockdown many people had more than just one; Late 2020 saw 

more readers than ever turning to the thrills of  crime fiction and 

the earie parallels of  the dystopian, perhaps a familiar 

phenomenon.

This journal will be celebrating what Literature means to St 

Olaves, which elements provide inspiration and interest. These 

views may have changed for you personally over lockdown 

therefore this collection is unique to every single contributor, as 

no one person has the exact same experiences in life, why should 

this prove untrue of  literature. 

As we enter 2021, it is more important than ever to find the 

things that bring you a little everyday happiness, be it within the 

pages of  a book or in the words of  a text. We are learning to once

again rely on literature to connect us and speak for our emotions, 

so if  you read a good article or book, play, poem, quote or review, 

a joke that makes you laugh out loud, send it on to a friend. 

Spread these little joys to the people that you care about.

Every talented writer featured has given an article on something 

that excites them and speaks of  an inherent love of  literature; I 

hope that this outstanding and diverse collection of  work 

resonates with you, in any way. 

From the future of  literature and personal professions, to the past 

great works and their authors, even some poetry and creative 

writing; there is something in this journal for everyone.

With more people than ever turning to books, for so many 

different and intrinsically emotional reasons, the work of  fellow 

students and friends can provide a unique opportunity to gain a 

deeper understanding of  the world around you and yourself.

I hope that you are able to take away even a fraction of  the reason 

why people all round the world have always regarded literature as 

more than mere words, but a way of  life, a mirror to themselves 

and the world we live in.

-Martha Hodgson (Editor and Design) 3



What English skills are beneficial in the field of Law?

An A Level in English Literature offers an important 

foundation for any degree or career involving excellent 

written communication, research, analytical skills to name a 

few. You will submerge yourself  into a completely different 

world, exploring an extensive variety of  literary texts that 

span over centuries, gaining an understanding of  how to read 

meticulously and examine an assortment of  critical 

interpretations. learning how to present well-versed and 

independent opinions as well as decisions about them 

constructed on the basis of  comprehensive evidence. You will 

also be taught how to integrate critical perspectives into your 

dissertations to sustain and develop your own 

arguments. Opening up many career paths, including 

Journalism, Teaching, Law, Academia, Media, Advertising, 

Marketing, Politics, and the Performing Arts, among others. 

In this article I will explore specifically the transferrable 

skills you can attain from completing an A level in English 

Literature, and in particular how these skills will benefit you 

in the field of  Law.

A Level English Literature will encourage you to read widely 

as a critical and independent reader as understanding a large 

range of  perspectives is extremely valuable because it helps to 

really enhance your own viewpoints which will ultimately 

improve your essays which is advantageous. Reading and 

understanding multiple viewpoints is also incredibly useful 

whilst presenting your argument; talking about one opinion 

and expanding this then completely reversing and arguing the 

exact opposite not only portrays your understanding of  the 

themes and topics you are exploring, but it also exemplifies 

how you are ready to debate anything which is very beneficial 

in law.

Being able to explore any notion is immensely vital as you 

never know what you will be presented with and what 

situation one of  your clients end up in, leaving you forced to 

argue a difficult case.  Studying different viewpoints provides 

you with a completely different outlook on any argument 

and how any ‘complicated’ idea can be simplified and tackled 

from different angles. Additionally, it is important as a 

lawyer to be regularly keeping up to date with new

legislation and the news as new laws are introduced and a 

new movement is being sparked in social media or a scandal 

has erupted in parliament leading to a whole host of  issues. 

Therefore, from a young age being introduced into the idea 

of  ‘wider reading’ and actually enjoying reading in your spare 

time is an invaluable tool that will help you in countless ways 

not limited to the world of  law and English.

Furthermore, another beneficial skill you gain by 

undertaking this A level is the ability to communicate orally 

and in writing. The capacity to present an idea, sell a product 

or pitch a proposal can really help you get ahead in your 

career. Presentation is often linked to confidence which you 

will gain in spades by multiple opportunities to really 

practise and enhance your public speaking skills which you 

will definitely get in this subject. As presenting your ideas in 

class or to your teachers over and over again will just cause 

you to really come to grips with your own skill in this area 

which will not only aid you in the field of  law or obtaining a 

job, but in your everyday life as being able to communicate 

your thoughts in a clear and easy to understand manner is 

vital. 4



Moreover, being able to structure an idea in a concise 

manner and getting straight to the point is imperative which 

you will need to use in an array of  scenarios not limited to 

the field of  law. It goes without saying that a large 

proportion of  an English Student’s time is spent reading and 

writing. This will lead to in more cases than not the pupil's 

reading, grammar and spelling skills being top notch. In a 

day and age where text speech is now common in the 

workplace being able to convey to an employer that you are 

able to produce clear and concise copies of  your work with 

minimal mistakes is essential.

English students are often required to get through a huge 

reading list, submit essays and conduct research on a weekly 

basis. We are therefore no strangers to tight deadlines. This 

may seem like a lot of  work in the moment but in the long 

run being able to meet deadlines regularly is a very desirable 

quality for an employer to ascertain. Our ability to hit those 

cut-off  dates without needing to beg for an extension comes 

down to their competence to manage time efficiently and 

work well under pressure. As mentioned above being able to 

handle pressure and manage time effectively will not only 

provide you benefits in the field of  law but again in your 

daily life being able to complete the tasks you are 

undertaking in a resourceful manner is invaluable. This 

furthers my point that completing this qualification will not 

only be advantageous in seeking a job with a future employer 

but will just genuinely improve yourself  as a person. Even 

though I am relatively young and have only been alive for 16 

years I can still admit that I have been in plenty of  high-

pressure positions and as I look to the years that will follow, 

I can most definitely say that I will be in many more stressful 

situations. The best way to deal with the anxiety is to 

confront it head on instead of  procrastinating and avoiding 

the topic for a few days. By experiencing the pressure of  

stressful situations on numerous occasions you will learn to 

cope with the anxiety that results from being put in these 

positions.

There is no ‘right’ answer when it comes to English essays 

but that does not mean that everyone is correct. This may 

sound slightly strange, let me elaborate. English students are 

taught to question everything they read and so they learn to 

carefully craft an argument, back it up with evidence and 

present it. However, they are also aware that the person 

sitting opposite them in the classroom may have come to a 

completely different conclusion to the one they did. 

Literature students must therefore be able to civilly defend 

their own point of  view and be capable of  taking 

constructive criticism from others. This aptitude of  being 

able to defend your own point when challenged is priceless 

in the business of  law, especially if  you are going to go down 

the route of  becoming a barrister as you will be asked to 

back your own point in open court on a multitude of  

occasions. Practising this skill from an early age will really 

enhance your own proficiency in the matter which as I 

referred to above is incredibly helpful.

As I underlined before the large majority of  all of  these 

skills are not only useful in acquiring a job but also in your 

day-to-day life which really accentuates how worthwhile 

completing an A level in English literature is. However, it 

goes without saying the range of  skills I detailed throughout 

this article are still incredibly essential to any employer not 

limited to the industry of  Law. A large range of  jobs open 

up as a result of  completing this qualification ranging from 

a social media manager to a public relations specialist but if  

you are undertaking a job in law, I can assure you 

completing this A level will do you more good than harm 

and I have outlined the numerous transferrable skills that 

you will attain from this degree, that will support you if  you 

are looking to gain a job in law.

-Amartya Pandey
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The robots are coming– next stop: 

Literature

‘The Great Automatic Grammatizator’, a short story written 

by Roald Dahl in 1954, tells the tale of  an entrepreneurial 

electrical engineer who sought to produce a machine capable 

of  writing prose. Adolf  Knipe believes that “it stands to 

reason that an engine … could be adjusted 

to arrange words … in their right order 

according to the rules of grammar.”

Knipe, himself  an unsuccessful amateur author, saw this 

device as a way to get a foothold into the lucrative publishing 

industry, without needing to go through the toil of  drafting 

and redrafting demanded by editors. It has been half  a 

century since ‘The Great Automatic Grammatizator’ was 

written, and it seems that such a machine is closer than it has 

ever been. What does that mean, then, for literature, for 

writers, and for society?

The idea of  a machine writing perfectly human-sounding 

literature, which I will explore in detail later in this essay, 

seems out of  grasp for now. But there are other technological 

means that those like Knipe in Dahl’s story could use today 

to turn writing into a money-spinning enterprise. AI can’t 

quite write yet, but maybe it could, at least, help to predict 

which genres will make the most money? 

One software package purporting to do just that for its 

“over 20,043” users is Kindle Spy. The website heralds 

the software’s ability to “Reverse Engineer the 

Bestseller Categories in a Single Click”, or 

more prosaically, to simplify “the most critical part 

of creating a book … knowing what your 

audience … will pay for”.

Using algorithms to guess what an audience wants is not new: 

it is the bedrock of  YouTube’s, Instagram’s, and Facebook’s 

success. Their systems deliver a unique selection of  niche 

content to every user to encourage them to stay logged in –

and keep watching the ads providing the tech titans’ revenue. 

However, the idea that the genres of  literature might become 

like Facebook’s bubbles, each serving an audience too 

comfortable to look beyond the walls of  their echo chamber, 

is a worrying thought. There have always been writers who, 

motivated by money, were convinced to tweak their work 

cynically. Thanks to modern innovations such as machine 

learning, though, it has become easier than ever to reduce the 

art of  writing to a science, where the day’s most popular 

books are inputted, and a bestselling premise comes out of  

the other side. Kindle Spy’s hyperbolic bravado is likely not 

matched by the substance of  its service, but it offers a glimpse 

of  things to come. In future, computers will not only be able 

to predict what genre and topic of  book will sell best, but 

also what plot devices, characters, and lines of  dialogue to 

include. Turning the novel into an economic commodity, 

whose value is judged by the willingness of  an audience to 

buy it, has been made available to the masses by huge 

advances in computer science. Without the ability to gather 

reams of  information about the relative popularity of  books, 

and then process that information into something useable, 

distilling what makes a book economically successful would 

be no more than a publisher’s pipe dream.

Will writing be the next field where AI surpasses us?
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This commodification of  literature is clearly damaging and 

dangerous, not just for itself, but also to wider society. Some 

might argue that literature has always been a commodity, 

pointing to the apocryphal tale of  Dickens being paid by the 

word (he wasn’t). However, it has never before been possible 

for a human being to trawl through billions of  data points in 

search of  the next bestseller. In an increasingly polarised world, 

it is the role of  literature to challenge our ideas with fresh 

thinking, not to perpetuate the trends and tastes behind 

today’s most successful books. What if  publishers were to 

screen prospective stories with such a predictive algorithm? 

How would masterpieces unpopular with their contemporary 

audience, like Emily Dickinson’s poems, ever have seen the 

light of  day? Literary output would get less diverse and 

inclusive, constantly recycling the stuff  of  last year, and soon 

becoming a formulaic cliché, irrelevant to society.

Thankfully, most writers are not concerned only with money 

– if  they were, they wouldn’t work in an industry where the 

average earnings are just 70% of  the minimum wage. It seems 

unlikely, therefore, that this pessimistic vision of  AI becoming 

an invisible hand behind literature will come to fruition 

anytime soon. The more significant change in modern 

linguistic preferences has been, and still is being, caused by the 

cumulative effects of  decades of  subtle changes in the 

relationship between machines and writing. It is this slow but 

steady advance in technology, not a small group of  cynical 

authors’ dubious motives, which will have the greatest 

influence on society’s use of  language. The now near-universal 

use of  text editing software such as Word presents new, more 

insidious ways for technology to shape our literature. We are 

all familiar with the red squiggly lines which so helpfully find 

our typos for us, but modern proofing software has now 

advanced far beyond its early days of  simple spellchecking. 

Grammarly, for instance, promises to help you with 

“conciseness”, “formality level”, and “tone 

adjustments”.

These algorithms are, at present, naïve in their understanding 

of  context: each sentence is a discrete object analysed in 

isolation, rather than being examined as part of  a whole body 

of  text. However, it is not hard to imagine a souped-up 

Grammarly which could, in half  a decade’s time, rewrite an 

email to be “less bossy”, or adjust your EPQ to seem 

“more sophisticated”.

The algorithms behind these suggestions have the potential to 

dramatically change society’s collective writing tone and style, 

by shaping our instincts about what is, and isn’t, correct to 

include in prose. The Word spellchecker – now rebranded an 

“Editor” – criticises my use of  contractions as informal 

and advises against words expressing uncertainty (they lessen 

my impact, apparently). Opinions on what constitutes good 

technique in writing have always been shifting, with teachers, 

critics, editors, and wider society influencing this constant 

change. However, as we increasingly rely on computers to 

check our work for us, our writing habits are shaped ever more 

by the Silicon Valley engineers who write these programs. The 

belief  that there is a single, correct way to use language is a 

misguided one, but is reinforced by the simplistic readability 

scores handed out by packages like Grammarly. What makes 

this fallacy worse is the fact that the new arbiter of  standard 

English is not society in general, nor the linguists working in 

institutions like ‘La Académie Françoise’, but rather the whims 

of  a small cabal of  MIT graduates who happen to be tasked 

with updating, for example, the Word proofreading package. 

We intuitively trust the guidance of  a computer, often 

forgetting that the rules it applies were fed in by a mere 

mortal. Our reverence for the advice of  a virtual editor is, by 

extension, an almost-automatic deference to the programmers 

writing its code. Although not inherently problematic, we 

should at least be aware of  the power being entrusted to these 

“black box” algorithms and the developers behind them.

As software becomes more powerful, the role of  these machines will 

shift again, from a helpful editor to an indispensable assistant used to
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outsource the less creative rewriting stage of  authorship, 

leaving writers to focus on the artistic job of  crafting a 

beautiful piece of  literature. That is no bad thing in itself  –

having a computer which is able to highlight less powerful 

moments of  description, or even suggest inconsistencies in 

your thesis, would be useful for both fiction and non-fiction 

authors. However, authors wanting to use such help will first 

have to counter our instinctive feeling that using a computer 

to improve your style is “cheating”. There is a difference 

between a computer finding obvious errors in your work, and 

it redrafting an entire text. Isn’t it just laziness on the writer’s 

part to rely on a machine to do the laborious editing process 

for them? 

Perhaps, but this is more of  an evolution than a revolution. 

Romantic musicians had to finesse their symphonies with 

pen, paper, and their pianos, whilst today’s composers use 

software not only to write music, but also analyse and 

improve it. Nobody would seriously argue that John Williams 

is less of  an artist than Franz Schubert simply because the 

former used a computer to add to his compositions. The 

same should go for literature. In Dahl’s short story, the first 

books produced by the Great Automatic Grammatizator 

made little sense, because the operators assumed that the 

novels would write themselves. However, they soon learned to 

pay careful attention to the various dials and levers of  the 

machine, in order to curate its output. Similarly, tomorrow’s 

writers will need to learn when to defer to technology, and 

when to take the reins themselves. This will be a difficult 

balance to strike, which is unique to each author. Some, 

particularly those with conditions like dyslexia, will be better 

able to express their ideas on paper without needing to 

struggle through the minutia of  grammar and spelling. 

Unlike the dystopian use of  AI to choose which books ought 

to be published, this new, “man and machine”

approach to writing could help to make literature more 

accessible, and allow novel ideas to be communicated clearly 

regardless of  the thinker’s ability to write engagingly.

At some point, the upper hand of  this partnership will pass 

to the computers. Just as in playing Go, identifying tumours, 

and reading lips, machines will once again surpass our 

capacities. Although it is futile to predict exactly when this 

singularity will be crossed, we are approaching it with 

breakneck speed, with little consideration of  the practical and 

moral consequences. GPT-3, the technology currently at the 

cutting-edge of  language, was created by trawling billions of  

words on the internet and offers a glimpse of  what may be 

mainstream in just a few years. The program was made 

available to developers, who variously used it to produce 

poetry, answer trivia questions, and translate legalese into 

understandable English. GPT-3 has yet not been made 

publicly available due to concerns over its use by bad actors –

producing highly realistic fake news articles, for example. It is 

important that we explore what might happen when GPT-3 

or its successors are set loose in advance of  us reaching this 

milestone, rather than frantically attempting to return to the 

old world when we realise the problems unleashed from this 

Pandora’s box.

GPT-3, for its part, strenuously denies these allegations. It 

said that: “I am not asking humans to like 

me. But they should see me as a friendly 

robot, who can be a lot more useful to 

humankind than what they expect of 

me.”

Yes, GPT-3 really was able to construct a complex, 

compelling, and coherent argument for an op-ed, published 

in The Guardian. The newspaper wrote a summary of  the 

article’s purpose (to convince humans not to be afraid of  AI) 

and fed it into the software, which produced eight distinct 

essays in response. Although occasionally nonsensical, GPT-

3’s writing was, for the most part, indistinguishable from that 

of  an intelligent human. The impressive array of  language 

devices in the article would have pleased even the most 

discerning of  examiners: surprising statistics and emotive 

imagery, anecdotes and quotes, rhetorical questions, and

personal pronouns.
8
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It even produced a striking metaphor: “Surrounded by 

Wi-Fi we wander lost in fields of 

information unable to register the real 

world”.

If  you, like I, are shocked at the literary genius of  computers, is 

worth briefly stepping back to explore how language processors 

like GPT-3 work. The software is trained on an incomprehensible 

amount of  data from sites like Reddit and Wikipedia, which it 

analyses to find connections between words, building a 

representation of  how language is used. This model is effectively 

a much, much more powerful version of  the predictive text 

features found on phones. Given a prompt (such as an article 

headline), the program will attempt to continue the text in a 

realistic way, based on how phrases, sentences, and paragraphs 

have been strung together in its training data.

For now, much of  the hype surrounding AI-written literature 

stems from the fact that it has been produced by a machine. Our 

obsession with animals making art is rooted in this same desire to 

anthropomorphise other beings, imposing our profoundly human 

ideals of  aesthetics and beauty onto the work of  elephants, cats, 

and now computers. Attempts to define what art is are usually 

futile and always contentious, but virtually all categorisations 

stipulate that art is an expression of  “imagination”. It is 

difficult to argue that an algorithm following prewritten code has 

any degree of  this, and so the literature made by machines does 

not fall within traditional definitions of  art. These programs do 

not “think” in the same way we do – they don’t even 

understand the meaning of  the words they use. But are the 

writings they produce worth reading all the same?

Yes, without a doubt.

We do not read only to see creativity – if  we did, Enid Blyton’s 

predictable plots would not be nearly as popular. A collage of  

words skilfully assembled by an author is enjoyable to read 

whether or not we can see the ending coming. Evocative poetry, 

in particular, can be created by machines:

The crow crooked on more beautiful and 

free,

He journeyed off into the quarter sea.

his radiant ribs girdled empty and very –

least beautiful as dignified to see.

You might argue that this verse is evidently not by a human, and 

although perhaps meaningful at a brief  glance, is clearly devoid 

of  meaning on closer inspection. However, in a survey of  

laypeople and poetry critics, this poem fooled 54% of  them into 

thinking that it was written by a human – whilst a majority of  

people believed that Gertrude Stein’s writing was by a robot. 

A computer which is more human than a 

real person is an advanced computer 

indeed.

More than its aesthetic appeal, AI-generated texts give us an 

opportunity to introspect. All generative language models have 

been trained on human writings, so their output is a reflection of  

centuries of  society’s collective literary efforts. GPT-3 was taught 

by Twitter trolls and Daily Mail journalists as well as 19th-

century giants like the Brontë sisters. It, together with its 

analogues, has “read” an amount of  prose millions of  times 

greater than any human could hope to. Thanks to the 

extraordinary scope of  their scholarship, these algorithms can 

blend, even transcend, genres and styles in ways that no human 

has before. If  that is not innovation, freshness, and creativity, 

what is?

We have some way to go before computers can consistently write 

as well as humans. The true indicator of  machines’ impact on 

literature is when they become as commonplace as living 9
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authors. In Dahl’s story, the books written by the Great 

Automatic Grammatizator were disguised as the work of  humans, 

as the publishers feared that nobody would buy them if  they 

knew the truth. Today, the opposite is true: newspaper articles 

“written by a robot” are far more intriguing than those 

written by ordinary reporters. It is worth comparing the progress 

of  generative text with commercial flight – aviation was at its 

most significant just as getting onto a plane became an 

unremarkable event. Similarly, the literary abilities of  computers 

will be close to their peak when we no longer care whether or not 

a book was written by a human or machine. The differences 

between the two will get so blurred that marking a text as one or 

the other will become an arbitrary distinction. For the time being, 

we are in an intermediate stage along this journey of  

technological advancement. The days when all AI was as 

unrealistic a prospect as da Vinci’s flying machines are behind us, 

but we have a long way to go before computer cognition becomes 

as embedded into our lives as a now-mundane transatlantic flight 

has. 

In the end, it is inevitable that the worlds of  AI and human 

authors will become intertwined. Computers are already a useful 

tool for writers, but until now have largely served as digital paper 

on which to record ideas. The relationship between technology 

and literature in a few decades time is likely to mirror that of  the 

accounting profession and spreadsheet programs today – although 

the future of  this symbiosis is uncertain, it is clear that computers 

will be increasingly relied on to automate much of  the drudgery 

involved in writing. This will leave authors to focus their efforts 

on the part of  the process which humans have, for now at least, 

an edge at: being creative.

Those writers who look with disdain at the use of  AI will not 

become latter-day Luddites, though. Unlike textile factories at the 

height of  the Industrial Revolution, the point of  literature is not

to make money. It is to entertain, to educate, to examine the 

world from a new perspective. Authors can do this with or

without the help of  cutting-edge technologies, just as an artist can 

produce an equally beautiful work with oil on canvas or a digital 

camera. However, writers and readers alike must prepare 

themselves for the day when a computer authors a Booker-worthy 

novel, a Pulitzer-clinching article, a Nobel prize-winning poem. 

- Rohan Selva Radov
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The ever-increasing role of  social media in modern news 

consumption damages its reliability, due to the lack of  

regulation and critical analysis applied to the information 

published on many platforms. As we rapidly become more 

dependant on technology, in a world where immediacy is 

currency, social media provides a relentless triage of  

information which we can stream, scroll, snapchat, and tweet all 

at the touch of  a finger on a rectangle of  aluminosilicate glass. 

Smartphones have become essential for daily life and in recent 

years have become the anointed vessel to filter the news. The 

information we consume has a drastic impact on our daily lives, 

influencing opinions and behaviours. Yet as more and more 

people shift their habits to digest news from social media, it is 

more pertinent than ever to critically review the information we 

read, to ensure we do not fall into the dangerous territory of  

blindly accepting information presented by seemingly reputable 

sources online and avoid shifting towards an ever-nearing 

dystopia where we cannot control what information we believe.

Social media has undeniably caused a commoditisation of  the 

news. Since the late 1990s, the phenomenon of  social media 

has gained a stronghold over people's internet usage, 

dominating daily routines from an early morning scroll to a last 

minute check before sleeping - with up to a third of  people even 

having a cheeky browse if  they wake up in the night, according 

to a UK survey done by Deloitte. The UK is home to 45 

million active social media users and while it has typically been 

trademarked as something of  the youth, with 41% of  people 

aged over 75 having a social media profile, it clearly is becoming 

ubiquitous within all demographics. The unprecedented 

restrictions of  not being able to leave your home during 

lockdown caused an inevitable surge in phone usage globally; 

while social media has previously been ironically heralded the 

‘unsocial’ platform, the increase in screen time coincided with a 

dramatic surge in the time given to social media. There was an 

average increase of  36% in peoples’ social media use, bringing 

the total screen time in the UK to four hours and two minutes 

per capita. This begs the question of  what people are doing on 

a screen for a sixth of  their day. In the UK, almost half  of  

people (45%) stay up to date on current affairs via social media 

according to Ofcom. Yet its fungible nature has resulted in the 

news published often coming from disreputable sources, their 

integrity incomparable to reading a broadsheet as was common 

to a few decades ago. 

One of  the most striking examples of  how social media has 

damaged the reliability of  the news is the spread of  

misinformation. Following recent announcements of  covid-19 

vaccines passing the third phase of  clinical trials and being safe 

for the public, a plethora of  conspiracy theories have been 

spread on social media, most widely being that the vaccine 

would be implant tiny, trackable microchips, for some obscure 

government surveillance. Another theory spread was that it 

would alter human DNA by using untested mRNA technology, 

which is blatantly incorrect as it simply causes the body to 

produce a protein present in coronavirus to trigger the 

production of  antibodies against it, granting immunity. While 

seemingly ludicrous, the repercussions of  these falsities cannot

The influence of social media on the reliability

of the news
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be understated; to achieve herd immunity, it is estimated between 

50-90% of  the population must be vaccinated, a figure likely to 

be towards 90%. Yet a recent survey by the London Assembly 

Health Committee indicates that one quarter of  Londoners 

would not take a coronavirus vaccine, rendering the most 

vulnerable unprotected. The survey also found of  those who 

would not take a vaccine, over half  of  that group got their news 

from YouTube, a social media site which has recently been forced 

to place restrictions on information about the coronavirus 

vaccine, due to the extent of  misinformation influencing people 

against it. Social media is proven to have exacerbated the spread 

of false information, with the World Health Organisation 

warning against an ‘infodemic’ to urge people to be vigilant 

about what they read and then consequently believe online. 

YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter also allied with the fact 

checking charity Full Fact in November to tackle misinformation 

on their sites, highlighting how the integrity of  information 

published has been damaged.

Another way the reliability of  journalism has been damaged by 

misinformation on social media is through the phenomenon of  

‘fake news’.  The consequences are two-fold; the vast extent 

of  the permeation of  misinformation across media platforms is 

demonstrated by it gaining a term to advise people against it; the 

mislabelling of  reputable news sources as ‘fake’ in order to 

discredit them, further confuses readers and fuels conspiracists. 

‘Fake news’ is news, which is created to deliberately 

misinform or deceive readers, often with a political motive to 

influence views, primarily on social media. Its role has dubbed 

2016 as the era of  ‘post truth politics’ after fake news 

has been proven to have underpinned both the US general 

election and the UK’s Brexit referendum. The spread of  fake 

news in the US election was undeniably enabled by Facebook 

and Twitter, the most popular social media platforms with 2.7 

billion and 152 million worldwide users, respectively. The 

infamous Cambridge Analytica scandal consisted of  millions of  

Facebook users’ personal data being collected without their

consent, to then being utilised for political advertising. 

Cambridge Analytica’s data collection has then been linked to 

the spread of  fake news in Trump’s successful 2016 election 

campaign, by using the data to specifically target certain 

demographics to influence their voting. 

Christopher Wylie, the Cambridge Analytica whistle blower who 

was essential in unveiling the scandal has said the company 

‘absolutely’ planted fake news. Targeted fake news is 

particularly dangerous in political campaigns as it results in 

confirmation bias; the reader will interpret the new evidence as 

confirmation of  their existing beliefs or theories, despite its lack 

of  integrity. As a result, people adopt more polarised political 

stances, making discord far less constructive as it becomes more 

divisive due to widely opposing views. Similarly, the Brexit 

referendum has many parallels with the employment of  fake 

news to sway voters. A clear example is how the successful vote-

leave campaign has since been scrutinised for its claim of  an 

additional ‘£350 million a week’ for the NHS on the 

side of  campaign buses, which has been proven to be fake news 

and Boris Johnson and Nigel Farage admitting since that this 

was a distorted claim and is false. Another example of  fake news 

in the campaign was the use of  pictures of  migrants at the 

Croatia-Slovenia border in posters which claimed the UK was at 

‘breaking point’, a clear distortion of  the state of  the 

UK’s immigration. However, the damage of  the role of  fake 

news in these campaigns is untold by influencing voters with 

false information and the general mistrust it breeds within users 

of  social media can then cause the rejection of  news from 

reputable sources due to disbelief  of  media outlets. 

The spread of  fake news is arguably one of  the greatest threats 

to democracy posed by social media as it damages democratic 

decisions through the warping of  the information people read 

online to inform their conclusions.

The benefits of  a free media cannot be understated. 12



It is a product of  living in a democratic society and reflects the 

key value of  having a free press. Article 10 of  the United 

Nations Human Rights Act is that everyone has to right to the 

freedom of  expression. While social media platforms have a 

responsibility to tackle the spread of  misinformation on their 

platforms, freedom of  speech poses a serious caveat to 

regulating what individuals choose to publish. Free speech 

presents a seemingly insurmountable dichotomy online; people 

have a right to publish their opinions, even if  this has damaging 

ramifications.

One consequence of  the people being able to spread their own, 

unregulated opinions online is by creating the ‘echo 

chamber effect’ on social media. This causes a group of  

people who are harmonious in their views to amalgamate and 

develop tunnel vision. From a societal perspective, this is 

harmful as it fuels polarisation of  views, making people more 

likely to reject alternative, opposing views and journalistic 

articles presented to them online. 

Hence the role of  social media in modern news consumption 

raises the question of  if  we are becoming less free thinking and 

less intellectually empowered as we become overwhelmed with 

the news we consume daily online. The sheer amount of  content 

on social media is unfathomable; every second 6,000 tweets are 

sent, 28,000 pictures are uploaded on Instagram and 4,000 

posts occur on Facebook. 

To some extent, social media clearly damages the reliability of  

journalism in the UK as it causes the news to be commoditised, 

it catalyses the spread of  misinformation and often cannot be 

regulated due to the protection of  free speech. Therefore, the 

bonus is on us, as individuals, to critically analyse the 

information we digest for the average four hours and two 

minutes daily which are spent online, to avoid a future where we 

cannot believe anything we read - or worse, cannot control what 

we believe online.

- Laura Gander
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The Nature of Conflict

What do you know of  conflict? Probably the fact that they 

cause thousands of  deaths, or maybe that they cause whole 

cities and towns to be destroyed? At the surface level, I would 

agree. However, I feel like there are much more fundamental 

implications of  war, wounds which run much deeper than 

just injuries and deaths. 

To explore this idea, I will have a look at a couple of  poems 

which I think sum up quite nicely the different faces of  

conflict and the damage they can cause. The one we will start 

with is called ‘What Were They Like?’ by Denise 

Levertov, have a read here…

1) Did the people of Viet Nam

use lanterns of stone?

2) Did they hold ceremonies

to reverence the opening of buds?

3) Were they inclined to quiet laughter?

4) Did they use bone and ivory,

jade and silver, for ornament?

5) Had they an epic poem?

6) Did they distinguish between speech and 

singing?

1) Sir, their light hearts turned to stone.

It is not remembered whether in gardens

stone lanterns illumined pleasant ways.

2) Perhaps they gathered once to delight in 

blossom,

but after their children were killed

there were no more buds.

3) Sir, laughter is bitter to the burned mouth.

4) A dream ago, perhaps. Ornament is for 

joy.

All the bones were charred.

5) It is not remembered. Remember,

most were peasants; their life

was in rice and bamboo.

When peaceful clouds were reflected in the 

paddies

and the water buffalo stepped surely along 

terraces,

maybe fathers told their sons old tales.

When bombs smashed those mirrors

there was time only to scream.

6) There is an echo yet

of their speech which was like a song.

It was reported that their singing resembled

the flight of moths in moonlight.

Who can say? It is silent now.

Initial thoughts? When I first read it, I thought it was a slightly 

odd poem as it deviates from the ‘standard’ conventions of  

writing. The most striking thing is probably the use of  a numbered 

list to ask questions, and likewise to the ‘answers.’What 

could they represent? There are many interpretations to this, but
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the one I particularly like is the possibility that the questioner is 

some kind of  journalist, and the answerer is perhaps a native. This 

is relevant, because if  you have another read of  the questions and 

compare them to the answers, as well as noting the gap between 

the irregularly sized stanzas, the hurried, ill-considered 

questioning is easy to spot in contrast to the slower, more 

considered nature of  the responder, which really highlights the 

ignorance towards the actual effects of  war on a larger scale, which 

the responder actually addresses. There is of  course mention of  

the more obvious damage caused by war, such as the fact that 

‘bombs smashed those mirrors’ and destroyed the rice 

fields as a result, but the real damage has been actually caused to 

the culture and the hearts of  the people living in the time in what 

is an obvious reference to the Vietnam War. The responder 

remarks, ‘It is not remembered whether in 

gardens stone lanterns illuminated pleasant 

ways’ – blunt as it seems, the underlying sadness and even anger 

behind the destruction of  traditions and the way of  life of  so 

many people is evident here – as if  these things have been wiped 

off  the face of  the Earth. The beautiful imagery describing their 

singing makes it even more sad – it resembled ‘flights of 

moths in moonlight’ – but the fact that ‘it was 

reported’ that this was the case and that ‘It is silent 

now’ puts an end to the speculation – there is nothing of  the 

old culture left to see – it is all gone, decimated by the conflict 

and such a fundamental loss is what people fail to see beneath the 

surface of  the countless deaths; something which, in my opinion, 

should have more significance attached to it.

The second poem I will have a look at is ‘War 

Photographer’ by Carole Satyamurti. Contextually, it refers 

to various conflicts, most notably probably the Iran/Iraq war of  

the 80’s and the Sri Lankan Civil War in 1987 – have a look…

The reassurance of the frame is flexible

- you can think that just outside it

people eat, sleep, love normally

while I seek out the tragic, the absurd,

to make a subject.

Or if the picture's such as lifts the heart

the firmness of the edges can convince you

this is how things are

- as when at Ascot once

I took a pair of peach, sun-gilded girls

rolling, silk crumpled, on the grass

in champagne giggles

-as last week, when I followed a small girl

staggering down some devastated street,

hip thrust out under a baby's weight.

she saw me seeing her; my finger pressed.

At the corner, the first bomb of the morning

shattered the stones.

Instinct prevailing, she dropped her burden

and, mouth too small for her dark scream,

began to run...

The picture showed the little mother

the almost-smile. Their caption read
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'Even in hell the human spirit

triumphs over all.'

But hell' like heaven, is untidy,

its boundaries

arbitrary as a blood stain on a wall.

Pictures can be deceptive. This is probably the most significant 

idea in this poem – that ‘you can think’ that everything is 

alright, when it actually isn’t. Again, there are the horrors of  war 

presented here – that the bomb ‘shattered the stones’ and

in doing so caused a widespread physical destruction, but is there 

more to it?

As it turns out, there is – the girl ‘dropped her burden’ –

and it doesn’t take a detective to work out that this ‘burden’ is 

in fact her child! What this shows us is that war causes us to lose 

fragments of  our future – the people of  the next generation are 

wiped out which is disastrous. It becomes clear therefore how the 

nature of  modern warfare is just as ‘arbitrary’ as the nature 

of suffering – the randomness of  it can carry many different 

meanings which is what people fail to notice; emphasising the 

irony in the very first line that ‘the reassurance of the 

flame is flexible’ - is it really?

In conclusion I wish to leave you with a challenge – have a glance 

over both those poems again – is all as it seems? Is it possible to 

capture the war in a few questions, or in a single photograph? 

Have fun!

-Rupankar Majumdar
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How Detective fiction 

still manages to entice readers to this day

As a child most people will have fancied themselves a 

Detective, discoverer of  the unknown and saviour of  the 

“incapable police force”. This is true growing up on ‘Sherlock 

Holmes’, Edgar Allen Poe’s works or even ‘Nancy Drew’ and 

‘The Famous five’. There is something entirely captivating 

about the fictional detectives who solve countless, seemingly 

unsolvable mysteries within the four hundred or so pages of  a 

detective thriller.

Even the very genre draws the readers in, ‘Detective thriller’ 

promises delights and scares, forming a contract between the 

author and the reader from the very first page. Before a person 

even begins to read the book, they anticipate a roller coaster 

of  a journey through this book’s private world. The eyes of  

our fated Detective become their own and we can experience 

the events through the avatar. Comparative to a video game, 

the same excitement, thrills, and genius deductions all reached 

in tandem with the narrator as they plant titbits of  

information throughout the text, the proverbial trail of  

breadcrumbs….

The Detective genre arose from the late gothic scene and was 

part of  the neo-gothic movement headed by authors like Poe 

and Wilkie Collins who wrote ‘The Moonstone’, which has 

been accredited as one of  the first true detective thrillers as 

we know them today. 

Mystery novels not only represented a new social importance, 

but they also helped boost the reputations of  the police force. 

In the 19th century the constabulary was often scorned and 

abused by the public regardless of  class, despite the 

skyrocketing rates of  crime, they were ridiculed in the streets 

by children and adults alike. Most of  the opposition to the 

organised police scheme by Robert Peel was due to the 

public’s belief  that their freedom would be jeopardised by this 

new governmental power. However, over the course of  this 

century attitudes began to change for the better in regard to 

the police force, and some of  the credit must be given to the 

correlating rise in the popularity of  Detective novels.

Although, the rise of  the Detective genre came into its own 

from the early 1800, playwriters such as Shakespeare had 

been using the core elements long before. On the other hand, 

still an experimental plot, it could be argued that plays such 

as ‘Hamlet’ and ‘The Merchant of  Venice’ both contain 

attributes typical of  crime fiction. The hunt to bring justice 

to a killer and the whole debacle of  disguises and deceit, a 

race against time to save a life. They both still lack many of  

the essential defining characteristics of  a mystery novel, 

however the raw sense of  betrayal and hidden agendas are not 

too far away from the same motives prevalent in crime fiction 

today.
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The first pioneer of  Detective fiction, before even Collins, 

was Edgar Allan Poe. He was an American author who, in 

the early 1840’s, produced the first phycological crime 

thriller. This genre defining novel was the first of  its kind to 

set a collection of  guidelines that would later be thought 

essential to any detective fiction. ‘The Murders in the Rue 

Morgue’ was Poe’s first story to be recognised as detective 

fiction, through a short story he is able to define a whole 

genre of  literature for years to come.

It is in ‘The Murders in the Rue Morgue’ that the typical 

genius Detective, became a trademark, although, at the time 

there was very limited material to base the character off. 

Therefore, rather than being a police officer or PI the main 

character is portrayed as primarily a curious citizen, helping 

readers engage with the newly named ‘Detective’ fiction 

better than they would with an official law enforcer.

“Let him talk," said Dupin, who had not 

thought it necessary to reply. "Let him 

discourse; it will ease his conscience; I am 

satisfied with having defeated him in his 

own castle.”

This character is called Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin and the 

events of  the story are told as experienced by an unnamed 

narrator who becomes a close acquaintance of  the detective 

through a chance meeting in a bookshop. This was of  

literacy importance because it also introduced the idea of  

first-person narration from a secondary character, helping 

immerse the reader in a believable and relatable way.

The almost supernatural intelligence of  this man is shown 

when he seems to read the narrators mind and manages to 

follow the readers own thoughts, that are cleverly lead 

through the mundane narrator. He then proceeds to describe 

in meticulous detail how these conclusions were made; 

sparking the birth of  not only the perception of  a genius 

detective, but a man who finds an eccentric enjoyment in 

deducing every mystery, big or small, simply for personal 

enjoyment. This was explored so far as for Poe to end the 

tale with Dupain solving the impossible murder and being 

rejected by the police but finding solace in the act of  solving 

the mystery rather than the fame.

Probably the most striking development was the idea that 

the Detective was not affiliated with the police, instead an 

outsider who seeks to best the law for their own agenda. 

This had not previously been explored at the time, in the 

19th century while the police force had become a part of  life, 

the process of  solving ‘mysteries’ had not been yet explained 

in a way that would entice the general public. Moreover, 

Dupain uses his superior intelligence to best the police at 

their own game, possibly playing into the popular opinion 

that the newly formed police force was inferior in social 

standing. This approach may have been responsible for 

helping endear this ‘odd’ individual to the society at the time 

and inspire surge of  public interest in the mysteries delt with 

typically by the police that would last centuries. 

‘The Murders in the Rue Morgue’ is a deeply meaningful 

story that uses clever devices to connect directly with the 

readers and help them 
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to almost become a part of  the plot themselves. This 

immersion in such a tangled narrative causes the audience to 

rely on the Detective as the centre point of  all rational in an 

otherwise non-sensical world. It also encourages them to reflect 

on the way that they themselves think and view the world 

around them; the philosophical depth makes the reader 

question themselves as much as they question the suspects. 

Overall, through this emotional connection, the readers can 

gain a deeper personal understanding of  themselves and their 

peers, that had been previously achieved on paper.

Nowadays, there is a larger criteria around what makes a crime 

fiction, however the fundamentals have undoubtedly been 

translated from the revolutionary work of  Edgar Allan Poe, 

inspiring a wave of  neo-gothic fiction that truly shows the 

passing of  literature into the modern age.

A murder, a detective, the police, and the twisting turning trail 

of  clues that will open the case wide open. All these attributes 

of  the typical ‘Detective thriller’ have helped captivate 

audiences for years through all types of  media. The rise and fall 

of  great Detectives and their cases that consume these 

characters whole. 

It is impossible to acknowledge the impact of  the ‘Detective 

fiction’ throughout the ages, without mentioning the Detective 

popularly seen as the most renowned, and polished version. Sir 

Arthur Conan Doyle’s detective, Sherlock Holmes, first 

appeared in his novel, ‘The Study in Scarlet’, 1887. Now, he is 

seen on the screen in extremely successful drama televised 

series, such as the BBC’s ‘Sherlock’ and film adaptions by 

various different respectable directors.

Sherlock Holmes is often seen as the epitome of  ‘the 

Detective’ as shaped by his predecessors. Famous for his genius 

mind and eccentric but endearing traits, Sherlock is a character 

who is able to become more than paper and ink through his 

magnetic attraction.

revolver practice within doors, his weird 

and often malodorous scientific 

experiments, and the atmosphere of 

violence and danger which hung around 

him made him the very worst tenant in 

London.”

The famed deductive powers of  Sherlock Holmes are 

dramatized much more than the previous Detectives of  note, 

this manages to offer more entertainment for the readers and 

yet does not make a comedy out of  the narrative. This balance 

in a good Detective fiction is imperative, and Sir Arthur Conan 

Doyle uses this technique masterfully, able to draw the 

attention of  his audience. The attraction is as strange and 

inexplicable as if  an alien appeared, a completely separate 

intelligence that we cannot understand, yet people are still 

drawn to this curious being who has the potential for danger. 

The influence of  these novels still remains today, expanding 

into popular film and tv adaptions, as well as theatre 

productions. Sherlock Holmes has become the embodiment of  

a ‘detective’ to the general population, when children say they 

‘want to become a Detective 
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when their older’, it is the gold-plated image of  Doyle’s 

Sherlock that they tend to picture. He is synonymous to 

mysteries and an icon of  English literature.

Although, like Poe, Doyle’s possibly most effective device was 

writing the novels from the perspective of  the companion 

character, John Watson. As aforementioned this technique 

allows readers to get to know the detective on an intimate 

emotional basis, rather than an unbelievable character. 

The detectives charm comes from their deductions, but also 

from their technicolour personality; the reader is unable to 

relate to this individual as a result of  their vivid mind. 

However, the narrator is ordinary person and they themselves 

are in awe of  the main character; we as readers are able to 

learn about the Detective and the crime alongside them, being 

able to connect through a relatable narrator.

Contrastingly, not all of  the great detectives are from so long 

ago; Agatha Christie was one of  the biggest names in literature 

during her time, and the legacy she created still lives on strong 

to this day.

Famous primarily for her intricate plots and vibrant 

Detectives, Christie was both a master of  plot and 

characterisation. The two leading protagonists in her most 

famed series are called Miss Marple and Hercule Poirot, they 

both have their own extensive series of  around 66 detective 

novels alone.

Starting from 1920 and continuing all the way up to just a 

year before her death in 1976, Christie was publishing her 

books for an increasing global demand. Arguably the most 

famous detective in modern literature, Poirot is a man unto his 

own. With a character that is not particularly likable, 

pompous, and condescending, this lifelong detective still 

manages to win over the hearts of  nearly every reader. From 

the Belgium accent and his “extraordinary” moustache to his 

“little grey cells” Poirot is one of  the most beloved characters 

in fiction. 

“If you must have a moustache, let it be a 

real moustache – a thing of beauty such as 

mine.”

As with our other authors, Christie also employs the use of  

the average companion character, who translates the brilliant 

Detectives reasoning for the common reader; Hastings is 

almost to Poirot, as Watson was to Holmes. 

This clear pattern of  the Detective duo has emerged from the 

early stages of  detective fiction in the 1800’s with Poe and 

remained prevalent in this genre all the way to the 21st century. 

Clearly these partnerships are vital to Mystery fiction. Be it to 

immerse the reader, balance out the larger than life Detective, 

or simply as a bumbling comedy role, the companion character 

is as intrinsic to the plot in any ,successful novel, as the main 

detective themself. Becoming our eyes and ears, this person 

helps the reader to navigate a world so familiar yet unlike our 

own; the detective may be the centre of  gravity in the novel, 
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civilian viewpoint is the force that helps sustain our orbit.

Edgar Allen Poe is the undisputed founder of  all Detective 

fiction; Doyle created Sherlock almost 45 years after Poe’s 

death, and still claimed that Poe was, "was a model for 

all time." He created the traditional plot intricacies and 

laid down the fundamentals of  all detective fictions, these 

were called the "The Rules of the Game,". Two of  

the most important were:

1. The Detective story must play fair.

2. The Detective story must be readable.

While simple, these guidelines aptly describe every good 

Detective novel today, but most noticeably, they are both 

focused towards keeping the readers entertained and invested 

in the fiction.

These rules have helped Detective fiction flourish over the 

years, not only have the characters personalities grown, but 

mystery also now appears to be universal. The humble 

Detective fiction can be enjoyed by anyone on Earth, of  any 

age or gender. Children can read about ‘The secret seven’ 

while adults may prefer ‘Death on the Nile’, mysteries are for 

all. 

In fact, the power of  the Detective fiction has leaked into all 

other genres, any book with an interview or locked room 

puzzle hails from the same roots. ‘The curious incident of  

the dog in the night-time’ by mark Haddon, is a mystery 

novel that transcends the clear-cut genres of  literature, the 

Detective is portrayed as a child, just as captivating and 

important as his adult predecessors.

In conclusion, Detective fiction has evolved from a lone spark 

over 200 years ago to become one of  the biggest selling fields 

of  literature of  all time. As time marches on and the world 

becomes a darker, scarier place, more and more people are

seeking solace in a world that is fair, and Justice works hand 

in hand with Reason to solve the unsolvable, fix the unfixable. 

Readers are still captivated by the allure of  the unknown, in 

plot and detective; every great idea must originate from 

somewhere, but only so many great writers can give it the 

consequence that Detective fiction wields today.

“...and into this bizarrerie, as into all his 

others, I quietly fell; giving myself up to 

his wild whims with a perfect abandon.”

- Edgar Allan Poe, quote from The Murders in the Rue 

Morgue: The Dupin Tales –

- Martha Hodgson
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Was Shakespeare a Feminist?

At first glance, the question of  whether or not Shakespeare 

was a feminist may seem anachronistic. Indeed, the term 

‘feminism’ was first coined by the French philosopher 

Charles Fourier in 1837 – over two centuries after 

Shakespeare’s plays were first performed. One may also view 

the possibility of  the existence of  pro-feminist writers in the 

16th and 17th centuries as being totally inconceivable, due to 

the extremely limited social standing women held at the time; 

as females possessed absolutely no legal rights whatsoever, and 

were regarded as completely subservient to men. However, 

many of  the female characters featured in Shakespeare’s plays 

undoubtedly subvert the constraints of  this deeply patriarchal 

society, and are considerably more well-rounded, developed 

and self-confident individuals than many women portrayed in 

later literary works. Consequently, through creating such 

assertive and memorable female roles, could Shakespeare 

himself  have been projecting what modern audiences would 

call ‘feminist ideology’ in his plays?

The most obviously powerful and strong-minded female 

featured in Shakespeare’s works is arguably Lady Macbeth. 

Defying conventional feminine roles, Lady Macbeth is a deadly 

and calculating villain, driving the plot with her lethal 

ambition for her husband to become king. In fact, it is Lady 

Macbeth, rather than her husband, who masterminds the plan 

to murder King Duncan, thus reducing Macbeth to a mere 

pawn in his wife’s grand schemes to attain power. From the 

outset, she instructs Macbeth as to how he is required to act if  

their murderous plan is to be effective, commanding him to,

“bear welcome in your eye,/Your hand, 

your tongue; look like the innocent flower,

but be the serpent under’t”.

Yet, this instruction is deeply ironic, as it can just as easily be 

applied to her, as it can to Macbeth, with Lady Macbeth 

herself  more calculatingly blurring the lines between 

appearance and reality. Indeed, whilst Lady Macbeth gives the 

outward appearance of  being an “innocent flower”

throughout the first half  of  the play – the epitome of  a 

doting, submissive wife – in reality, her true character is one of  

malevolence, manipulation, and ultimately, masculinity. For 

instance, one can view Lady Macbeth as utilising her 

womanhood for her own deadly agenda, perhaps presenting a 

masquerade of  femininity. Despite projecting an innocent, 

feminine façade, Lady Macbeth wishes to shed her female 

form, famously calling upon supernatural spirits to “unsex 

me here”. Thus, by desiring to obtain a more ruthless 

nature through becoming more masculine, Lady Macbeth 

refuses to accept her limiting and constraining position as a 

woman, rejecting stereotypically feminine qualities of  passivity 

and obedience. As Rebecca Pancoast states, “Lady 

Macbeth finds the classical concept of 

femininity repulsive”, and rather embodies villainy 

and deceit, namely, qualities traditionally believed to be found 

exclusively in the male psyche. As a result, this leads one to 

question whether Shakespeare was exploring, and even 

advocating, female emancipation and independence through 

the character of  Lady Macbeth. In any case, it was 

undoubtedly incredibly provocative and progressive of  

Shakespeare to portray a female character on stage who actively 

questions and challenges archetypal female roles in the 17th 

century. 22



Moreover, another Shakespearean female figure who is widely 

considered to be a feminist icon is Portia in ‘The Merchant of  

Venice’. This notion may be less evident at the beginning of  the 

play, during which she appears bound by the constraining terms 

of  her deceased father’s will, which leaves Portia her father’s 

entire fortune, on the one premise that she is forbidden from 

making her own choice of  husband. As a consequence, male, 

ancestral power can be seen to dictate Portia’s existence and 

render her voiceless and powerless. Instead, her potential suitors 

must choose from three caskets, only winning Portia’s hand in 

marriage if  they choose the lead casket containing Portia’s 

portrait. However, despite exclaiming, “I may neither 

choose who I would nor refuse who I dislike”, 

Portia soon demonstrates her great intelligence and 

resourcefulness, manipulating the terms of  her father’s will to 

suit herself. Although she does not explicitly advise her preferred 

suitor, the impoverished Bassanio, to choose the casket made of  

lead, she does indirectly persuade him to make the correct 

choice. Portia therefore overcomes patriarchal authority and 

power, cleverly ensuring that she not only receives her father’s 

fortune, but also marries the man of  her choosing. As Juliet 

Dusinberre succinctly states, “the situation relates to 

the overarching patriarchy and its 

strength; Portia, however, acts to work 

against the oppressive contract she is bound 

to and chart the course of the selection of 

her husband”. Additionally, Portia’s logical and brilliant 

legal mind is most notably exhibited when she poses as a male 

lawyer in order to save Antonio from certain death. The mere 

fact that Portia is present in a Venetian court of  law would have 

been both shocking and extraordinary, as women were prevented 

from entering a court room in a professional capacity during the 

16th century, thus reinforcing Portia’s defiant nature. 

Furthermore, it is Portia’s ingenious legal aptitude which saves 

the day and directly brings about the play’s conclusive resolution. 

Rather than relenting to Shylock’s demand for “a pound of 

flesh” from Antonio, Portia manipulates the law for her own 

purposes and finds innovative legal loopholes, proclaiming, 

“This bond doth give thee here no jot of 

blood”,

resulting in Shylock’s entire case collapsing. Consequently, she 

demonstrates her incredible assertiveness and strength of  

character, thus emphasising how Shakespeare completely and 

utterly subverted traditional gender roles through creating such a 

quick-witted and spirited character. As Angela Caravella writes, 

“By defying [her] gender to enter into the 

male-dominated society in Venice [she] 

enact[s] the essence of radical feminism”.

Shakespeare’s feminist principles are also arguably evident 

through his frequent portrayal of  headstrong and inventive 

women who thrive in a male-dominated world against all the 

odds, namely, Viola in ‘Twelfth Night’ and Rosalind in ‘As You 

Like It’. Instead of  succumbing to destitution after Viola is 

shipwrecked on the coast of  Illyria, and Rosalind is banished 

from court by the villainous Duke Frederick, both women cross-

dress in order to survive, with Viola disguising herself  as a male 

servant named Cesario, and Rosalind posing as the shepherd 

Ganymede. By deciding to disguise themselves as men, Viola and 

Rosalind acknowledge the great danger which they would 

inevitably face as impoverished young women alone in the world, 

realising that only through disguising their femininity can they 

hope to find safety. A striking parallel is therefore created with 

today’s society through ‘Twelfth Night’ and ‘As You Like It’. 

Indeed, the conversation surrounding the perception of  

femininity as being a fundamental vulnerability, often rendering 

women unsafe in a world in which sexual harassment is 

commonplace, is just as relevant in the 21st century as it was 

during Shakespeare’s lifetime. In addition, it is possible to view 

Rosalind in particular as embodying feminist principles. She 

actively rejects feminine stereotypes, believing that “the wiser 

[the woman is], the waywarder”, thus supporting 

the notion of  female independence, and refuting the idea that 

women ought to be passive in their pursuit of  men. Shakespeare 

also further challenges traditional gender roles in ‘As You Like It’ 

by allowing Rosalind to deliver the play’s epilogue. 23



Unsurprisingly, this was a role conventionally reserved for men 

in the world of  Elizabethan theatre, a fact which Rosalind 

herself  indicates by stating, “It is not the fashion to 

see the lady the epilogue, but it is no more 

unhandsome than to see the lord the 

prologue”. However, as Carol T. Neely writes, Rosalind 

often adopts stereotypical “masculine behaviour”,

and as the play’s principal character, it appears only fitting that 

Rosalind should deliver the play’s final lines. Consequently, it is 

impossible to deny the possibility of  Shakespeare possessing, at 

the very least, an interest in female agency through creating 

such powerful and defining female roles.

However, the prominent theme of  feminism in Shakespeare’s 

works is potentially undermined by the complex and highly 

contentious play ‘The Taming of  the Shrew’. The heroine, 

Katherine, is initially an extremely strong-willed and witty 

individual, albeit deemed a “shrew” by the other characters 

in the play, defiantly exclaiming, “If I be waspish, best 

beware my sting”.Yet, the play charts Katherine’s 

‘taming’ at the hands of  her suitor, and later husband, 

Petruchio, who single-handedly breaks her spirit by emotionally 

manipulating and humiliating her, thus totally destroying her 

sense of  self-worth. Indeed, Petruchio’s treatment of  Katherine 

undoubtedly manifests itself  into what modern audiences 

would term ‘gaslighting’. For instance, upon his marriage 

to Katherine, Petruchio reveals his intention to “kill [her] 

with kindness” in order to reduce her to nothing more 

than a submissive and subservient figure, through such means as 

preventing her from eating or sleeping; claiming that his actions 

stem from his deep love for her. As a result, Katherine grows 

tired and hungry, becoming increasingly dependent upon 

Petruchio, thus augmenting his control over her. By the end of  

the play, Katherine has undergone a complete transformation 

into the ultimate passive female – the utter antithesis of  her 

former self. She addresses her husband as “lord” and 

“king”, stating, “Such duty as the subject owes

the prince,/Even such a woman oweth to

her husband”. As Rachel De Wachter explains, “The 

male hierarchy has prevailed and forced 

her to fit in with its vision of a woman’s 

role”. Thus, this has prompted many critics to accuse 

Shakespeare himself  of  misogyny. Yet, De Wachter convincingly 

argues that rather than Shakespeare promoting the abuse of  

women by men, he was more likely to actually be satirising 

oppressive male treatment of  women, “asking us to 

respond to…and question the entire project 

of ‘taming’ another human being, to see it 

as nothing better than ridiculous and 

barbaric”. One can therefore view the prevailing element 

of  sexism within ‘The Taming of  the Shrew’ as a means by 

which Shakespeare was able to criticise and ridicule accepted 

societal norms which endorsed the subjection of  women, 

“prompting us…to view male oppression as 

a subject for criticism rather than 

emulation”, as stated by De Wachter.

To conclude, Shakespeare’s œuvres feature a plethora of  

brilliant and well-drawn female characters who are still regarded 

today as feminist icons and role-models alike. From writing 

magnificent and poignant soliloquies depicting the anguishes 

and triumphs of  Rosalind and Viola, to conveying through 

Lady Macbeth and Portia how women can be as equally 

intelligent, determined, and devious as men, Shakespeare 

repeatedly champions and celebrates female liberation. Even 

though a definitive conclusion may never be reached with 

regards to Shakespeare’s views on women, it is certainly possible 

to hail him, in my view, as a proponent of  women’s rights. If  he 

cannot strictly be defined as a ‘feminist’, it is overwhelmingly 

evident from his works that Shakespeare did support the 

advancement of  intelligent and independent women, long 

before the concept of  ‘feminism’ was even conceived.

- Elise Stringfellow 
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Science fiction creative writing: Forget-me-not

She looks wide-eyed on to two children 

playing in the dark green foliage, their 

skull-like lanterns illuminate their round 

and rosy faces as the day has slowly started 

to turn to night. The roses are a light pink 

while the lilies are a sort of milky white. 

She tries to imagine what they would have 

smelled like but comes to the terrifying 

realisation that she simply cannot. And as 

she steps back instead of seeing a 

continuation of the fading blue sky, she sees 

nothing but the hard concrete of the wall 

that the painting is mounted on.

—Carnation lily lily rose, John Singer Sergeant

It has been said that with enough focus one can dream an entire 

person into existence. It can take years for a person to formulate 

this new entity as they would have to build every part of  their 

physical appearance, every organ, every bone, every hair on their 

head, not to mention their psyche, as well as all their pre-existing 

memories and thoughts - that is if  they are not created as a 

newborn, but rather as a person in a later stage of  development. 

My fascination with this concept began two years ago in Peru 

when I heard a story from the locals in Cusco about a woman 

who spent three years dreaming her own newborn into existence. 

It is believed that two of  her children were stillborn and another 

one died within a matter of  weeks after its birth, and so, 

distraught at the thought of  not being able to raise a child of  

her own, she spent years asleep on the temple of  the sun, 

working to create a new child in the image of  her last ones.

She dreamt her child’s heart first, every artery and vein that 

connected the body, then the bones and the other organs before 

finishing with his ego - creating a strong, happy and healthy

child. When I first heard this I took it as a parable, just as I 

assume that the locals had; that through prayer and devotion to 

Viracocha, Inti and her many Inca gods this woman was blessed 

with being able to finally give life to a healthy baby, one that 

would live for years and be favoured and loved amongst his 

society, but even after leaving Peru the story lingered in the back 

of  my mind as more than just a parable instructing people to 

have faith in their respective gods. 

When I was eleven Dad took me to the Tate as one of  my first 

outings since we moved, and, surprisingly, it is one of  my most 

vivid memories since my birth. I did not see the allure of  

observing paintings created centuries ago and subsequently 

remember not paying much attention to what was on display, 

solely taking a liking for a painting of  two children holding 

lanterns in a garden of  rose and lily flowers. By considering the 

depiction I realised that I could not associate a smell with 

neither of  the two flowers that were painted on the canvas, yet I 

immediately knew what they were without even having laid eyes 

on the title of  the painting.

Upon telling Dad that I wanted to know how that specific 

garden smelt he bought me two bouquets, a lily bouquet, and a 

rose bouquet; I specifically remember the scent cloaking my 

room for the next week before the flowers eventually withered 

and died. Since that moment in the museum, I began to notice 

subtle gaps in my memory regarding the appearance, taste and 

smell of  things despite simultaneously knowing what they were, 

as though my memories were not fully my own. 

I find it interesting that most people have the ability to retain 

memories from around the age of  five, with their brain storing 

these ‘forever memories’ at higher levels than most 

other memories that are easily forgotten. However, I feel as 

though I did not experience this to nearly the same degree as 

everyone around me. 
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I can remember flashes of  my life before we moved, an empty 

playground, a foreign classroom with faces I cannot place, vague 

and hazy remnants of  fragmented conversations that I cannot 

make sense of, as though I had dreamt them and now woken up 

forgetting the majority of  their content. 

It is indeed known that scientists are currently working on 

creating entire embryos in the laboratory without the action of  

sexual reproduction, neither an egg nor sperm is used yet a child 

is still able to be formed through this novel process. Although 

there is rationalisation behind this, what is a scientific 

explanation but words, what is any explanation but words. I 

consider if  the story of  the Peruvian woman was more than just 

a fable, yet simultaneously I ask myself  the question of  how she 

was able to form every aspect of  the child? How did she 

understand the human anatomy in that much detail to impose a 

new life on the world in the same likeness as the rest? Ever since 

Dad died, I felt lost in this country that was supposed to be my 

home. In the weeks after his death, I sought out for any family 

that I might have had before we left yet could not find anything 

that led back to anybody. The thought of  losing the answers to 

questions I had been asking for as long as I can remember 

shattered me, but in hindsight maybe the reason I did not ask 

was because I feared for what the answer would be. 

For a while, my every waking thought was plagued with this 

story of  creation, I thought to myself  what if  there is little 

difference between the story of  the Peruvian boy and modern 

scientific alternatives to creating foetus? What if  the two are 

actually the same? During those days I felt as though I was a 

figment of  someone's curiosity imposed onto the world, trapped 

in a liminal space between imagination and reality, after all 

anything could be possible during a time of  exponentially 

increasing scientific advancement. 

For a transient moment I was in a sort of  agony, fearing that I 

had gone mad; I saw that I would never receive any answers 

about who I was and how I came to be. I began to wonder if  

some type of  childhood trauma had suppressed my memory. 

Both options 

were equally terrifying.

Casting my mind back to the dreamt child I wondered to what 

extent was this being responsible for his achievements if  it had 

already been determined by his mother that his mind would be 

sharp and subsequently capable of  greatness; she gave him all his 

traits and the child grew up to be charismatic and highly 

intelligent. If  he was nothing but someone else’s predetermined 

creation, to what extent would his or anyone’s psyche and 

actions, for that matter, be their own?

One day after a particularly feverish night of  dwelling on what 

could be, I went out and bought two bouquets, a rose bouquet 

and a lily bouquet, I had no reason to do this yet simply just 

did. Through replicating my familiar childhood environment 

from over a decade ago I proceeded to observe the flowers 

wither and die, the thick smell slowly fading and the beautiful 

and vibrant flowers no longer a part of  existence. I had spent 

months finding no way out of  the chaos that was my mind 

trying to make sense of  this concept that defied all logic of  

science and mathematics, yet this burden seemed to slowly fall 

of  my shoulders as a petal falling off  of  a flower. One wonders 

why it can sometimes be so difficult to distinguish between 

dreaming and being awake and soon sees that dreams are 

nothing but a series of  electrical impulses, we accept that they 

tend to not make sense, so why not apply the same logic to 

when we are awake, after all “All that we see or seem 

is but a dream within a dream.” - Edgar Allan 

Poe

-Iris Zaloglou

‘Carnation lily lily

rose’ by John Singer 

Sergeant
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Joy - [dʒɔɪ] 

NOUN 

1.) A feeling of great pleasure and happiness. 

A small, round, pink tablet we took each day. 9am with breakfast, 

like clockwork. Everyone took it. From the postman to the prime 

minister. On the radio and in the news. Nothing but sheer 

happiness and excitement. We didn't know anything else. Every 

waking minute we were care free. Peace rang out across the globe. 

Acts of  kindness on display for all to see. No one in poverty. No 

one homeless. Everything slotted into place nicely. It made the 

world a better place. 

Alyssa jolted upright; alarm blaring and birds chirping. A loud 

bang erupted as the alarm hit her hardwood floor. 'It's 

another day to shine' she beamed. With two feet planted 

on the floor she began her leisurely stroll to the bathroom. Gazing 

at herself, she grinned. 'Looking gorgeous as ever'. It's 

true. She was. 

Water dripped onto the bristles before Alyssa thrust it into her 

mouth. Humming the latest EDM hit as she brushed. Every day 

started the same. It was blissful. Minty foam out; minty liquid in. 

Swilling it round and round until it worked its magic. Mouth 

fresh, Alyssa skipped downstairs. 

A mixture of  delights smacked her in the face like a frying pan. 

Cinnamon? Oranges? Both. 'Good morning my love,' the 

girl’s mother beamed at her from the kitchen. Plasticised apron 

round her waist and a light airy feel to her. Rachel Adams was the 

movie mother. 'Come on dear, sit down. I made 

your favourites' A table lain with waffles, eggs, pancakes, 

toast and most importantly: freshly squeezed orange juice. Every 

day started the same. 

Gently pushing herself  out from the table; the chair legs scraping 

on wooden floor created an almighty screech but it was bearable. 

They were happy after all. The cushion underneath Alyssa was 

squishy, soft even. Familiar yet new. Maybe we are looking too far 

into things. Back to the story. Alyssa settled for bacon pancakes-

the American dream all whilst remaining in the UK. Sweet juice 

washed it all down. 'Now, now, sweetie,' her mother 

chuckled slightly, 'Don't forget to take your Joy,' this 

was accompanied with an ear-to-ear smile that reminded Alyssa of  

tales from her childhood about the likes of  the Cheshire cat.

That oh so familiar tablet looked her straight in the eyes. Bright 

pink in colour. Inscribed with a lone letter, 'J'. It fizzed when 

combined with the orange juice; it didn't have a particular taste 

either. It just was. The Dopamine rush was like nothing else, it 

filled you up with happiness, made you feel fuller and brighter, 

gave life a sense of  purpose.

'Pass us the paper mum,' Alyssa spoke over the kitchen 

extractor. The paper flew through the air, whistling as it went. 

Flicking through the pages it was the usual:

'3 Parasites removed from West Stone'
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'Prime minister announces happiest year 

yet'

'New, improved Joy tablets'

But, there was one story that caught the girl’s eagle eye. It shot out 

to her like a diamond in the rough.

'Parasite Murder: Boy's killer executed after 

police standoff'

Alyssa felt her heart drop and her brain set into gear. Deep inside 

her. She felt it. Her brother. Dead at age 11 but that was all the 

memory she had: no name, no memories, not even a face. But he 

was there, he was real and he was a part of  Alyssa's life at some 

point. Trying to think back was looking for a needle in a haystack 

of  nothingness. 

Mind racing and head losing the Dopamine war; Alyssa reverted 

to her former chirpy self. However, determined to discover the 

truth she decided to tuck the memory away. Day to day activities 

ensued. Going to the shops, meeting friends. It was brilliant.

Returning through the green of  the park there were raised voices 

close to Alyssa, 'Please,' the person sounded cheerful, which 

made it even harder to pin down who they were, 'state your 

name, age and address,'. Whoever this was, keeping a 

straight face and being serious was not a forte of  theirs. A rather 

glum voice replied, 'Francis Murphy, 25, 17a West 

Stone High street,' urgency dotted into his speech gave off  

a sense of  fear. Alyssa crept closer before observing two figures. 

One a tall and cheery police officer, the other a glum millennial.

'Sir,' the officer chuckled as he went, 'Your medical 

records claim you are a Parasite. You are 

hereby sentenced to death,’

‘Surely there is a mistake,' the man gasped, and his 

arms trembled at the officers revelation, it was like Christmas eve, 

except it wasn’t. 'Wait, I- I- I can expla...' his speech was 

cut short by the bellowing of  the officer and the gargling of  blood 

from his mouth. The force knocking him to ground for his final 

prayer.

Soft steps rung around the park and gradually, they got louder, 

and louder. The officer could sense her presence and moved to 

comfort her, 'No need to fear young lady; stupid 

Parasite got what he deserved,' Alyssa's head was a 

bomb site: Parasites; her brother; Joy was attempting to make her 

forget what she’d seen. However, the picture of  the officer, gun to 

the man’s head, stood resolute with her.

Alyssa jolted upright; alarm blaring and birds chirping. A loud 

bang erupted as the alarm hit her hardwood floor. She knew what 

she had to do. She had seen the light. Two feet on the floor, barely, 

before bolting down the stairs at record pace. Those familiar scents 

filled her head once more, although she was doubtful they'd last. 

Like clockwork, 'Good morning my love,'.

'Good morning mum,' at this point the smiles were being 

forced and the charm was losing its touch. A storm was brewing 

but she was ready for anything. Wolfing down her waffle she was 

eager for... 'BANG', 'BANG', 'BANG', 'BANG', 

'BANG', 'BANG', 'BANG', 'BANG', 'BANG'. 

The grandfather clock had sounded.

'Now, now, sweetie,' her mother chuckled slightly, 

'Don't forget to take your Joy,'. Once more, for what 

felt like the first but also thousandth time, Alyssa stared at the 

pink dot in front of  her. Picking up the tablet, the strong-smelling 

oranges got closer to her nose. Ruin this and she was dead. Filling 

her mouth with juice she pushed the tablet to the roof  of  her 

mouth. Swallowing. She filled her mouth again before slowly 

dribbling the pink nightmare into its orange graveyard.
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They said the craving subsided after a while although it scratched 

against Alyssa's stomach like an enraged hawk. Nothing in her life 

could have prepared her for the fear of  trying to hide withdrawal. 

Think Alyssa. Think. Settling on an idea she took off; gleaming 

teeth held fixed in place.

When your memory is as bad as Alyssa's, you don't really question 

not going to school, but at age 17 she couldn't remember having 

picked up a book in her whole life. The library was the last place 

she thought she'd end up today. She bounced over to the front 

desk and started in the same bright tone as she had over the 

previous years. ‘Good afternoon Madam,’ at this point 

it was almost a contest as to who could smile the widest, ‘Could 

you guide me to the section regarding 

Parasites?’ Sickly sweet like honey but the charm worked. 

Alyssa pat herself  on the back before skipping behind the 

receptionist. 

‘Here you go dear,’ she gestured towards a small box 

containing maybe a dozen tatty books. Covers peeling and thick 

with dust; Alyssa set to work. The books were like ticking time 

bombs – a few minutes until the pages started disintegrating.

Gradually more and more people drew near. In their Joy filled 

stupor they’d never seen anything like this in their lives. She tore 

through reams and reams of  text before slamming each book down 

at her knees. Desperation and rage took control of  Alyssa as she 

neared the end of  her search.

'Dammit!' lashing out at a chair she sent the nearest bookshelf  

flying and created an almighty commotion. 'I give up,' for the 

spectators she was descending into madness, 'There is no 

hope left,’.

This scene has attracted widespread attention from the 

community and sure enough. Thud. Thud.They were back. 

'Young lady what has happened to you?' the 

officer beamed as he spoke.

'She's a Parasite!' the crowd were yelling, 'She's a 

Parasite!' Alyssa knew what followed.

'I'm terribly sorry dear,' chuckling as he spoke. Placing 

two hands behind her head, tears streaming down her face.

A calm soothing voice echoed around her, around everyone,

'Alyssa Adams, you have broken free...’

- Morgan Cartwright 
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Creative writing: The Hunt

We had been sitting in the red Toyota Prius for almost 5 hours 

now. My legs ached from being pressed against the cheap, plastic 

dashboard, and my neck felt as though it had been compressed like 

a painful, bony spring. My breath floated before me like smoke 

out of  a tiny volcano, and I rubbed my hands together - trying to 

nurture some life into the pale limbs - to no avail. I looked 

over enviously at my partner in his stripy, light cotton jumper. He 

wasn’t even remotely cold. In truth, I looked more like his skeleton 

than his partner, and did not envy his trouser buttons, doing what 

must be an almost herculean task.

Yet Greg was strong as an ox, loyal as a dog and about as good a 

radiator as any man could be which I was more than grateful for 

considering the climate. It was almost reassuring to be with him in 

the tiny ’97 Prius, one of  his hands tightly grasping his radio, the 

other deeply submerged in a half-empty pack of  Chilli Heatwave 

Doritos as he snored softly. I slowly leaned back in an attempt 

to relieve my neck of  some pressure as I lazily returned my gaze to 

the wall. That was when I saw him.

He had just come out of  the back door and was leaning against 

the crumbling brick – red wall, smoking. Yet even in that single, 

simple action there was something wrong, something unnatural, 

something inhuman about him. Although the silhouette was as 

normal as a silhouette could be, I knew that the creature to which 

it belonged was far from normal. At first I didn’t know what it 

was, and then I studied its movements individually and it came to 

me like a twisted eureka moment. They were too mechanical. The 

way it lifted its arm, inhaled, exhaled and lowered its arm and 

repeated felt was more like a disjointed sequence of  

movements than a single, flowing human action. But then again it 

was just a sequence, wasn’t it. A sequence of  1s and 0s, woven

I had trained for hundreds of hours in the academy simulations to 

spot the hints, the giveaways that separated them from us. Yet 

sitting there, in that stupid little car, seeing one in the real world 

together like strings of  a virtual web in a program designed to 

trick even the most observant of  the human race.

Not me.

for the first time felt nothing like the simulations. 99.8% accurate 

training? Well I guess the 0.2% was reality then. I suddenly 

returned to my senses. We were here to do a job, and we were 

going to do it. I would not fail on my first mission; I would not 

return empty handed.

“Greg,” I nudged my partner. He responded by snoring a little 

louder. “Greg!” I hissed and elbowed him sharply between the 

ribs.

“W-what?” he replied groggily, rubbing his eyes and yawning. 

Suddenly he remembered why we were here and looked up to the 

wall quickly, dropping his crisps and radio in the process, “My 

God! Is that him? Are you sure? Are you 

100% sure?” he asked frantically, with an expression which 

looked both excited and petrified simultaneously.

“Yeah of course I’m sure,” I replied, 

“Now be quiet before it hears us, you know 

these things have ultra – sensitive 

hearing.” Greg nodded and began to fumble for his radio. 

“No!” I snapped, grabbing the device. “I don’t want 

backup! Think of when we bring it in, we’ll be 

heroes among the department! No more desk 

duty for a year!” Greg saw the glory flashing before his 

eyes and nodded decisively. “Let’s go get the monster
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then,” I growled and stepped out of  the car. He followed.

Out in the open, I suddenly realised just quite how cold it was. 

With no gloves I soon found my fingers turning blue and

numb around the trigger of  my gun, but I pressed on and cut 

open the fence nonetheless, fuelled by the adrenaline rush. Now 

inside the compound I had a chance to briefly survey the 

surroundings. Half  a dozen dilapidated power plants encircled us 

like an ancient shrine to the gods of  fossil fuels. They had been 

out of  service, left to be reduced to dust for a long time, their use 

lost along with their resource.

We slowly approached the cracked, peeling back door where we 

had seen it go, me carrying my Beretta M9 pistol and Greg 

bringing up the rear with his 12 gauge shotgun. My partner’s 

nerves were almost palpable, but I tried to suppress the snakes in 

my stomach: we had it outgunned and outnumbered 2 to 1, odds 

which I liked.

“You ready?” I asked Greg, trying to sound confident and 

strong. He didn’t speak, but managed to give me a jittery nod.

I kicked down the door, which gave an immense screech like a cat 

being trodden on, “Cyborg Hunters, hands on 

your head!” I shouted, pointing my pistol into the pitch 

black room as I entered, Greg behind me.

Suddenly the door clicked shut behind us and a blinding light 

shone in our faces. I blinked hard, but could make out nothing 

but hundreds of  dark shapes in front of  me. I heard Greg 

whimper behind me, “I don’t like this.”

“No,” scraped a harsh, metallic voice from somewhere in far in 

front. “You have it mixed up. It’s not you who 

are the hunters here.”

-Samuel Rayner
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In the old days, couples were made of  people. Sometimes they met 

in school, or maybe at a party. They’d go on dates, meet each 

other’s parents, spending a suitable amount of  time together, 

carefully gaging just how far they could tolerate one another, 

before deciding to devote their entire time to each other as life 

partners, husband and wife was the old saying. Then came the 

children, and with them a brand-new generation of  lovers waiting 

for love, draped in all the cuteness of  cinema dates, and all the 

corruption of  commitment. I say corrupt, because this seemingly 

perfect notion of  partnership was truly anything but. Words like 

divorce, affair, domestic violence, words that hold no real meaning 

in todays world, were once upon a time, the harsh reality behind 

that faded image of  the matrimonial bliss of  the past. 

Then came the pods. 

You go through all of  the various procedures – rigorous 

personality tests, intense emotional assessments, physical checks –

the entire process usually takes at least 3 months, and then, at the 

end of  that, you’re presented with it, your soul mate- your pod. 

Carefully curated on the most advanced technology to fit you, 

100%. It’s built in with the same interests as you, synced with a 

complementary music taste, a fitting sense of  humour – everything 

you could wish for in the most perfect of  a partner. Thousands of  

systems and pieces of  software, written and executed with the sole 

purpose of  loving you.   

Unsurprisingly, people weren’t keen at first. Newspaper cartoons 

of  robot pornography plastered the newsagent’s shelves, with 

crazed picketers screaming outside at the end of  human 

civilisation, “man versus machine” the tabloids boomed. But it 

didn’t take long for us to realise that a pod, designed specifically 

for you, and you alone, was capable of  completing one more than 

any flawed, broken human being ever could. The pod doesn’t lie, or 

cheat, or one day wake up and decide that they just don’t love you 

anymore. The pod doesn’t come home and give you grief  after a 

bad day at work, the pod won’t forget your anniversary, or sleep 

with your best mate. The pod is perfect. And you don’t just 

stumble into ultimate romantic completion on a drunken night 

out, or on an afternoon walk through the park. Perfection comes 

at price, and eventually people were willing to pay that. 

I was willing. 

I got my pod after Kate first left. 206 days after she left, to be 

exact. It had been six years, together since our last year at 

university. And then, she just stopped, I don’t know why, us human 

beings rarely make sense. I woke up one morning, and all her stuff  

was gone, no note left on the kitchen table, no text message of  

explanation, no “I’m sorry” letter in the post. That was that. 

When you’ve been with someone for that long, the last thing that 

appeals to you is the thought of  awkward first dates, and boring 

small-talk with strangers in a nameless bar. I couldn’t do it, and I 

didn’t have to. The pods were relatively new at that point in time, 

so, sceptical but desperate, I made my investment in the 

technologically sound rebound relationship. 

After all of  the various evaluations and financial arrangements, 

there it was. I picked it up after work, signed some documents, 

listened vaguely to the overly complicated activation instructions, 

and away we went. Walking hand in hand with my mechanised 

beloved into our 22nd century happily ever after. At first, it was 

great. With pod, you’re never alone. Every thought you have, every 

opinion you develop, pod’s right there with you, 33
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pre-uploaded and ready to listen in eager agreement. Finally, 

there’s someone who loves theatre, and the rain, and Paul 

McCartney just as much as you, hates opera music to the same 

degree, feels the exact same way about that new BBC drama. Every 

little quirk, disturbing thought, bad tempered moment – pod’s 

right there besides you, agreeing, and comforting and, 

understanding. It was never like that with Kate. She’d always 

scream right back at me if  I lost my head, and preferred Lennon 

for whatever absurd reason. We always used to bicker over what 

film to watch, or where to eat for dinner. We could never agree on 

anything. With pod, those days of  lover’s quarrel and trivial 

frustration were over. Everything was easy, I was happy, I was in 

love. How could I not be?

Everything was perfect, everything made 

sense.  

Kate showed up a few years later, without warning. Crying and 

pleading with me, leaving had been the biggest mistake of  her life, 

she was just confused, she misses me, she’s still in love me. It didn’t 

matter though, because I had pod. Again, pod would never show 

up on your doorstep after being gone for four years without trace, 

begging for a second chance. Pod would never leave at all, never 

abandon you, never break your heart.

So, I told Kate that I’d moved on. I had. That 

I was happy now. What’s worse is, I 

genuinely believed I was.

That was 23 years ago. Kate’s got her own pod now too. We all do. 

Divorcees, single parents, frustrated 20 something year olds, 

lonely teenagers. I’ve been married to a machine for the better part 

of  two decades. 

Pod and I stopped speaking a few years back. The truth is, having 

someone completely agree with everything you say, utterly endorse 

all of  your irrational behaviour or irritable attitude, never being 

pulled up on your shortcomings or your failures, it gets boring. 

When you speak, it isn’t really a conversation, its more like a 

monologue co-written by two parties, or a discussion with 

someone who isn’t really listening at all. You get worse too, 

because you’re allowed to be as angry, or grumpy, or sad, as you 

want to be. You’re not emotionally or morally responsible for your 

pod, if  you break it, there are repairs, but other than that, pod 

doesn’t feel like we feel. Pod doesn’t hurt, cry, get pissed off  with 

you. Some of  us like to delude ourselves into believing that this 

isn’t the case, I wish I could still trick myself  into accepting that 

façade, but I can’t. 

I want to help all of  you really see what life has become for us. 

You get on the train, everyone, eyes glazed over, headphones 

plugged in, speaking into the air, loudly exclaiming their thoughts 

on this and that, pod in hand, entirely alone in a crowd of  other 

human beings. I’ve realised that there’s no formula for love, 

because love doesn’t make sense, it is fundamentally irrational. The 

only thing that we’ve fallen in love with is the sound of  our own 

voices, and thoughts, even our personal failures, because we have 

been allowed to. How terribly lonely such a life is. How terribly 

alone I have been all of  this time. 

The fact is, you can’t hold hands with an algorithm, you can’t 

dance to too-loud club music at 2 in the morning with a piece of  

software, you can’t make a morning cup of  tea for a person who 

isn’t real. Perhaps things could have been different without pod, 

maybe I wouldn’t have turned to the drink, maybe I wouldn’t have 

stopped seeing my friends, maybe I wouldn’t be doing this. Maybe 

I’d still be with Kate, rowing over how to spend the weekend, I’d 

do anything to bicker about anything with her tonight. 

To Kate, if  you’re reading, to all of  you reading, turn it off.

Disconnect. 
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Go out to a bar, speak with a real person, phone up that ex you 

haven’t spoken to in years. Love isn’t meant to be easy; it’s 

supposed to be more challenging than just signing your name on 

a contract. Love is money problems, stressing over who’s going to 

pick the kids up from school, it’s bickering over silly things after a 

long day. That love is real love, and sometimes it hurts us, 

sometimes it confuses us, sometimes none of  it makes sense, but 

it is more real than this lie we’ve been feeding to ourselves for far 

too long. You don’t love someone because of  all of  their 

wonderful perfections, you love them in spite of  all of  their 

marvellous imperfections. The way that I once loved Kate.

I’m going to go away now; I’m finally going to let myself  sleep. I 

am too tired of  this life, so absent of  companionship, and 

vibrance, and love. I’ll fall asleep dreaming of  the woman whose 

face I haven’t seen in so long now, the face of  a woman I loved 

deeply, and truly. Whose hand I held, whose body I made love to, 

whose eyes sent any room spinning. I can’t travel back in time to 

twenty years ago and open my front door to her again, but I can 

accept that I should have, that I wished I had. I can accept that 

the pod wasn’t the answer to that pain all those years ago, and I 

hope those of  you listening will finally be able to as well. 

By Antonia Dunning



We can’t breathe

We sit here surrounded by hatred and discrimination, somehow in a world full of  such wonderful 

cultural diversity, not

Everyone gets a say, not everyone 

Can afford to go out at night,

And in fact,

Not everyone can even go out in broad daylight, feeling fully safe from the 

Torture and contempt of  those hired to protect, not everyone has a right to

Breathe.

Realistically, no-one can breathe. Ha. Even the

Trees, that would usually suck the dirt out of  the nasty air before it touched our lungs, are dying, 

being sent to heaven in the most 

Hellish of  ways.

Everyone is drowning. Those who make a splash, or try to come up, or perhaps look or seem 

different, will be pushed deeper into the murky sewage by the friendly lifeguard out on top, who 

seems to have a medal for each person he pushes in, and calls his chair high horse because he thinks 

it’s cool. A self-imposed sense of  authority, superiority, and success. He can see the sewage, see it 

overflowing; and he can smell its toxic fumes as well, but what does he care? He’ll keep making his 

high horse higher, he’ll keep throwing his waste into the wasteland below. One day his high horse 

might touch the roof, but what does he care? He’ll cut open the roof  and buy an umbrella to 

protect him from the rain, he’ll install seatbelts on his high-horse, and fix it firmly to the ground to 

protect himself  from the wind. One day, however, his luscious hair will tickle the heavens, and 

laughing, God himself  will pick up the puny lifeguard, and throw him into the venomous landfill 

below. “I can’t breathe!” will be his final words, as he sees around him the other lifeguards, 

all screeching in unison,

“We can’t breathe.”

-Arjun Thacker 36



I languished, bored, in lockdown’s shroud

When Disney+, through parted clouds

Sent down a musical revered

through which that muddled mist was cleared

The public’s darling of  Broadway

informed us in the dear UK

of that baffling esoterica:

The foundation of  America.

The USA, land once adored,

For years a dozen score and four,

Emerged from nothing and, somehow,

rose high above the rest, but now

That great unfinished symphony

now lands on a discordant key,

its tune, over the last four years,

instils one with a sense of  fear

A leader old, yet infantile

Now several thousand times on trial,

attempts, if  poorly, to downplay

the ‘fake news bad press covfefe’

As 2020 reared its head

and filled our hearts and minds with dread,

That ling ’ring, orange-tainted curse

began the fall from bad to worse:

An escalation in Iran

was how this cursed year began:

who needs a diplomatic corps

when one can risk a third World War?

The Election of 2020
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The virus and its deadly cost,

200,000 lives now lost,

Now made into a mere backdrop

As he decides it can’t be stopped.

A hope for justice disappears

as “BLM!” falls on deaf  ears.

Floyd, Taylor, still more and more

this land of  liberty ignores.

To emphasise a strong disdain,

it strikes one that a whole campaign

was built around a promise that

their runner wasn’t such a rat.

As, over victory, he gloats,

he pleads to stop counting the votes:

Democracy can’t supersede 

the chance he may again succeed.

Luckily this came to nought,

and, through an election fraught

with tension high, on a knife’s edge

enough states were to Biden pledged.

Who knows what next year has in store,

indeed, till 2024.

But, just for now, though times are tough,

maybe that will be enough.

-Joe Davies
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With the morning bird calls,

When the sun embraces dawn,

The mourning people cry of  rain

-bows and other things lost.

Gone.

In the heated summer sun, 

These pseudo nightingales’ nest,

Inside their houses leaving streets barren

As the Atlantic,

Where fish hide beneath the petaled crest.

When winter once again,

Comes dragging at their heels,

These underground dwellers are woken. From a slumber month long,

Hibernation set askew, and shedding bitter

Tears

Drip, drip, goes the November showers,

Collected in swathes of  toilet roll.

Precious as spun pearls,

They hunker back down into their bunkers of  tissue.

Rainy season forecasted to come once more.

You stay inside to keep the rainbows full of  colour

And preserve the bounty of  the golden star

Shining, all year round a beacon of  hope.

Like the sun lights the moon at night. When everything seems dark.

Only in shadow can each luminescent being shine, 

Every soul visible to unite.

A natural remedy
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Life is beautiful.

Every person and bud unique, 

The colour, the vibrancy,

Take the time to see with more than eyes and care with more than 

heart.

For each firefly that flickers in the night.

We burrow to protect our friends and family, colleagues, and strangers.

We lay low to preserve humanity, 

For what makes you more human than caring for others

Without the desire to overthrow the gentle confines of  a daisy chain 

and ball.

Watch out for the rot,

Of organs big and small.

The spores can leap from host to

Host.

Keep a distance-

Two metres or more.

Next year the breeze will still be as fragrant, 

The essence of  flowers and hope.

So, when your told once, twice, 

Always,

Wear a mask so we can all enjoy next summer.

And breathe in the bluster of  a new spring.

Lockdown your independent agenda.

remember what makes us human,

and in which we are alive.

The gift we have; the ability to pay it forward.

while the morning bird sings from your window,

watch the rainbow and remember,

every radiant soul has found their pot of  inner gold.

-Martha Hodgson
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Afternote

Thank you again to ever exceptional individual who 

contributed to this endeavour, and each and every one of  the 

readers who made it worth while. 

Thank you to Miss Wilkie and the whole English 

department for encouraging this creative outlook and giving 

us the opportunity to be a part of  this experience.

Finally, thank you to the entirety of  St Olaves, every teacher 

and student, who has endured such a year and still is able to 

advocate for a safe and welcoming environment where these 

collaborations can take place.

I have always had an inherent love of  literature, in all its 

forms and it is an honour to be able to, not only participate, 

but to work with all the talented authors in the journal and 

the general school body. 

I hope that at least one feature has inspired you intellectually 

or personally, and communicated clearly the enjoyment of  

literature that every student in these pages feels.

After all these passionate entries, on behalf  of  every lover of  

literature in Olaves, I thank you for taking the time to read 

and engage with our work and leave you with the resources 

to enjoy literature in your own way.

“The Revolution will be complete when 
the language is perfect.” 

(George Orwell)

Literature recommendations
From the students of St Olaves
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Fiction
Pompeii by Robert Harris 

The Night Circus by Erin Morgenstern

The Handmaid’s Tale by Margret Atwood

The Diaries of Adrian Mole by Sue Townsend

Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury

Misery/ The Green Mile by Stephen King 

Madame Bovary by Gustave Flaubert

David Copperfield by Charles Dickens

The old man and the sea by Ernest Hemingway

Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll

The Knife's Edge by Malorie Blackman

Lord of the Flies by William Golding

The North and the South by Elizabeth Gaskell

Crime and punishment by Fyodor Dostoevsky

Orlando by Virginia Woolf

“Hope” is the thing with feathers by Emily Dickinson

An Almost Made Up Poem by Charles Bukowski  

Friendly Advice to A Lot of Young Men by Chuck Bukowski 

I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou

Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night by Dylan Thomas 

Men and women and other poems by Robert Browning

Arms and The man by Bernard Shaw

Inspector calls by J. B. Priestley

Far Away by Caryl Churchill

The Effect by Lucy Prebble

A Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen

Machinal by Sophie Treadwell

A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry

Jerusalem by Jez Butterworth

Medea by Euripides

The History Boys by Alan Bennett

The Oresteia by Aeschylus

The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde

A Streetcar Named Desire by Tennessee Williams

Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom by August Wilson

King Lear/ hamlet/ Macbeth by Shakespeare

Plays

The raven by Edgar Allen Poe

A Poison Tree by William Blake

A Man's a Man for A'That by Robert Burns

La Belle Dame sans Merci by John Keats

Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll

Television by Roald Dahl

Ride by Benjamin Zephaniah

The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost 

As We Like It by Wystan Hugh Auden

It's About Time by Tlalane Manciya

Poems

Animal Farm/ 

1984 by George Orwell

Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

A Separate Peace by John Knowles 

The Color Purple by Alice Walker

The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown

Sherlock Holmes by sir Conan Doyle

Death on the Nile/ 

Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha Christie

To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee

Of mice and men by John Steinbeck 

The Martian by Andy Weir

Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell by Susanna Clarke

A man asleep by Georges Perec
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Midnight in Chernobyl by Adam Higginbotham

A brief history of time by Stephen Hawking

Relativity by Albert Einstein 

Conceptual Physics by Pearson by Paul G. Hewitt

The Demon in the Machine by Paul Davies

Lost in Math by Sabine Hossenfelder

Why The Universe Exists by New Scientist

The End of Everything (Astrophysically 

Discussing ) by  Katie Mack

‘A Life on Our Planet: My Witness Statement 

and a Vision for the Future’ by David Attenborough

English Pastoral: An Inheritance’ by James Rebanks

The Dreamt Land by Mark Arax

The Science Book: Everything You Need to Know 

About the World and How It Works by National Geographic

Into the magic shop by Dr. James R. Doty

Gene Eating by Giles Yeo 

Inheritance by Dani Shapiro

Being Mortal: Medicine and What 

Matters in the End by Atul Gawande

The Immortal Life of Henrietta 

Lacks by Rebecca Skloot

Sapiens by Yuval Noah Harari

‘A Promised Land’ by Barack Obama

The Republic by Plato

The Social contract by Jean-jacque Rosseau

A vindication of the rights of Women by Mary Wollstonecraft

The communist manifesto by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels

Sister Outsider by Audre Lorde

Long walk to freedom by Nelson Mandela

How to spot a Fascist by Umberto Eco 

We Should All Be Feminists by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

‘A Bit of a Stretch: The Diaries of a Prisoner’ by Chris Atkins

Invisible Women by Caroline Criado Perez

Humble Pi by Matt Parker

17 Equations that Changed the 

World by Ian Stewart

Infinite Powers by Steven Strogatz

Extraterrestrial Languages by Daniel Oberhaus

The Man Who Solved the 

Market by Gregory Zuckerman

Good to Go by Christie Aschwanden

Because Internet by Gretchen McCulloch

Environment

Maths

Science 

Social matters A guide

These are just some of  the infinite subject specific 

academic novels that are available. Literature does 

not have to be purely fictious and I hope that this 

journal has opened a way for you to enjoy 

literature in the way moat relevant to you.
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Thank you for reading

St Olave’s Literature journal 2020-2021 
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